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Abstract—Posture has a big impact on healthy lifestyle and
it is an essential part of our health. Unfortunately, the problem
for many member of the population is that they don’t put
enough emphasis on posture while doing sedentary activities.
Careless posture can occur during both standing and sitting,
which can lead to pain at back and waist regions in older ages.
The aim of our project is to give a solution to posture monitoring
and correction. The developed special clothing is wearable and
able to analyze the wearer's posture. Based on the measured
results during posture monitoring the system can support
prevention and active posture correction. In this paper we are
describing the system design and show how the system is
performing during tests.
Keywords - inertial measurement unit; posture monitoring;
posture correction; wearable device,

like operation- the vibration-free support of the skull [3].
These characteristic curvatures are as follows:


neck section convex forward.



back section convex backwards.



lumbar section forward convex.



the sacral section is convex backwards, but more
precisely convex upwards due to its horizontal
approach.



the tailbone is convex backwards, but more precisely
convex upwards due to its horizontal approach.

These are summarized in Fig. 1.

I. INTRODUCTION
The majority of the adult population in the US approximately 80 percent of them - suffers from back pain [1].
In 2019, the incidence of low back pain in Europe was
approximately 4,791 per 100,000 females and 3,686 per
100,000 males. The incidence of low back pain in general is
increasing with years, and the incidence has been consistently
higher among females. Low back disorders include spinal disc
problems such as hernias and spondylolisthesis, muscle and
soft tissue injuries. In addition to the normal degenerative
aging process, epidemiological studies reveal that careless
posture and poor ergonomic factors in the workplace
contribute to low back disorders in a healthy back or
accelerate existing changes in an already damaged back. [2]
The vast majority of spinal and musculoskeletal problems are
caused by improper posture, so we need to place great
emphasis on the health of our spine and its supporting
mechanisms. Although it may seem simple, in practice it
requires serious attention. Conspicuous postural defects can
be noticed by untrained eyes, but minor changes that can
escape our attention can also be a problem. Medical
professionals are able to determine any posture abnormality.
Such investigation requires personal meeting, time and other
costly resources. Frequent patient-doctor meetings in
everyday life are not feasible, and medical professional cannot
stand by the patient and warn in case of any careless posture
case. The proposed and developed system is designed to
support prevention during daily lives. To correct a
maintenance defect that lasts for years, cannot be remedied in
short time. It is not enough to show the patient once how
he/she should stand, because the right posture will probably
be uncomfortable at first. Patient is not used to this and will
involuntarily return to a bad posture. Our proposed system can
monitor posture and provide feedback continuously helping to
let really feel the optimal body position after several days
practicing by the patient.

Fig. 1. Sagittal curvature of the spine and body weight line [3]

The system presented here defines these curves, monitor
their movement with position and is thus able to provide
feedback on posture.
II. SYSTEM DESIGN
A. Overall System Architecture
Fig. 2 shows the complete structure of the device in a form
of a wearable vest. The measurements are realized with
independent measurement pints. By placing the sensors at
these four points, the special curvatures of the spine can be
well monitored. Each point contains a microcontroller, an
Inertial Measurement Unit, and a vibrating motor. The red dot
has special properties, on the one hand the battery is located
here and on the other hand the microcontroller located here is
responsible for summarizing the data and communicating with
a data acquisition device (a smart phone) with Bluetooth LE
(Low Energy) technology.

The spine, in the sagittal plane, has characteristic
curvatures, it ensures the statics of the body and -by its springFig. 2. Sensor locations
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B. Node Architecture - ESP32 Microcontroller
The system builds up from multiple nodes and each node
contains a dedicated multicore microcontroller. The ESP32
PICO [4] microcontroller shown in Fig. 3, has plenty of
features like high computing capacity (120 MHz+), and
wireless communication support (WIFI and Bluetooth LE
connectivity).

3-axis accelerometer and a 3-axis magnetometer. The data
collected by the IMU components are fused together [6,7],
and the process performs position tracking using
deadreckoning estimation [8]. (Deadreckoning is the
process of calculating the position of something from its
previous position. Its task is to provide orientation data. By
summing up these data, the overall posture can be inferred.
It transmits raw data to the microcontroller via I2C
connection.

Fig. 3. Pin diagram of ESP32 Pico Microcontroller [4]
Fig. 5. Seeed Grove - IMU 10DOF

C. Internal Communication Between Nodes
The ESP32 microcontrollers communicate with each other
via an ESP-NOW connection [5]. ESP-NOW is a fast
communication protocol that can be used to exchange small
messages (up to 250 bytes) between ESP32 microprocessors.
Only the acclaimed ESP32 (marked with a red dot at the back
of the neck, shown in Fig. 2), establishes a direct Bluetooth
connection with the smart phone. This single channel
Bluetooth connectivity increases the overall energy-efficiency
of the system significantly.

E. Vibration Motor
In the system we are using sewable LilyPad Vibe Board
(shown in Fig. 6.) vibrating motor to send back feedback to
the user. The PWM pin can be controlled by the
microprocessor, instructing it to warn the wearer of the vest
with vibration.

The communication structure is shown in Fig. 4.

Fig. 6. LilyPad Vibe Board

F. Battery
Finally, a small size rechargeable battery (shown in Fig.
7.) is required, which in this case is a 3.7 V Li-Po 1200mAh
battery. Because the ESP32 operates on 3.3V input voltage,
3.7V was controlled using a voltage regulator. The battery
alone can supply power to all four microprocessors and
peripherals.

Fig. 4. System communication architecture (Bluetooth LE + ESP-NOW
connection model)

D. Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU)
In our system, so called Inertial Measurement Units (IMU)
are used for posture detection. More precisely a (10DOF –
10 Degrees of Freedom) Seeed Grove module (shown in
Fig. 5.) builds up from an MPU9250 IMU (9DOF) device
and a BMP-200 barometric pressure sensor (+1DOF). This
IMU contains 3 main components: a 3-axis gyroscope, a
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Fig. 7. Battery
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G. Hardware Setup
As shown in Fig. 8, all hardware components are mounted
on the vest. Cable connection between the computer and the
microprocessors is required for testing but can be removed
during normal use.

Fig. 8. Vest-mounted sensor network prototype placed on the opened vest

III. SOFTWARE
A. Examine Posture
Once the hardware connection is complete, the raw data
measured by the IMU sensors can be retrieved. The
implemented algorithm of S. J. Remington (3/2020) [5] does
just that and by calling the IMU periphery on the appropriate
registers, it also transmits the measured data. It is important
that the data obtained can be used in practice, they still need
to be processed properly. The raw sensor data is processed
using a sensor fusion algorithm, thus creating the orientation
data needed to examine posture. With the algorithm three data
are calculated from the raw data: the yaw, pitch and roll
direction rotations of the sensor as Euler angles, where


yaw is the angle between the x-axis of the sensor and
the Earth's magnetic north, the positive displacement
is counterclockwise.



pitch is the angle between the x-axis of the sensor
and the Earth plane, where the displacement to the
Earth is positive and to the sky is negative.



roll the angle between the y-axis of the sensor and
the Earth plane, where the displacement to the y-axis
is positive.

These result from the determination of a homogeneous
rotation matrix constructed from quaternions. The Tait-Bryan
angles as well as the Euler angles are not commutative, i.e. for
correct orientation the turns must be performed in the correct
order, which in this configuration is yaw, pitch then roll.

record the sensor-specific error limit in a matrix to correct later
the results during operation. We have used Magneto 1.4
program for that purpose.
Reference points play an extremely important role in the
operation of the program. Because these are the points against
which the program examines posture. After properly wearing
the vest, the sensors map the wearer's physique parameters,
which also includes saving the orientation data measured in
the current position in the correct posture. These are the
reference points.
It is very difficult to give an exact boundary when the
posture can be marked as bad. The decision depends on the
individual initial parameter set, the physical and mental
condition. To eliminate this, we have introduced certain
parameter thresholds. These are considered by the program to
be the boundary between correct and wrong posture. Whether
the orientation data is greater or less than the threshold value
depends on the location of the sensor. It doesn't matter what
the starting position of the sensor is, where it is moving. As an
example, the initial pitch value of the sensor at the neck point
is about -90 °. If the sensor moves from its initial position, it
will certainly take on a smaller value. This is due to its
operation. Let the threshold be 81 °, so it can be calculated that
within 10% of the displacement the data obtained is still
considered to be a correct posture, while a larger one is already
considered incorrect. Thus, if the absolute value of the
measured data is less than 81 °, which in this case is the
threshold value, the program will classify the given
measurement as incorrect posture.
The same posture monitoring algorithm is running at all
the measurement sensor points (e.g.: located at the neck or
lower back). From the data provided by the sensor, the pitch
angle is used. The yaw and roll angles are not relevant and do
not provide additional information for operation. Because the
pitch specifies the angle between the x-axis of the sensor and
the plane of the Earth, it should show 0 ° in the horizontal
position. In practice, it is not possible to determine precisely
in advance because this value also depends on the wearer's
physique. But since the program examines the deviation for
reference points, it is not necessary to define the specific value
in advance. Microcontrollers run the process of controlling
posture, controlling various delays, coordinating feedback,
and saving data for later statistics.

B. Mobile Application
A mobile app has been developed to provide the measured
posture parameter results to the user using an easy-to-use,
intuitive user interface, that anyone can use on their own
smartphone. The cross platform application was developed
using the MIT App Inventor 2 program [12]. The user
interface of the smart phone application is shown in Fig. 9.

The Attitude and Heading Reference System (AHRS)
subsystem, is based on Mahony's algorithm and as an
improved version was implemented, that allows orientation
data to be determined with less computation.
Proper pre-calibration is essential for the algorithm and the
system to work properly. The sensors operate with a certain
margin of error during operation, which is unique to each
sensor. However, it needs to be addressed for them to work
perfectly. During the preliminary testing phase we have pre-
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measured from the position of the reference
points. The data is in degree.
The third part shows the different function keys.


Synchronization: Synchronizes the parameters
set in the application and in microprocessors. On
the one hand, it retrieves the data from the
Measured Data section of the vest, and on the
other hand, passes the values set in the
Parameters section to the vest so that it can
operate according to them from now on.



Save reference points: When pressed, the
currently measured values are saved as reference
points.



Connect to vest: The application scans
automatically all the nearby Bluetooth devices
and presents the results as a list for the user. The
user needs to select the device representing the
vest.
IV. EXPREIMENTAL RESULTS

Fig. 9. Mobile application with posture data

The application can be divided into three main parts. In the
Measured Data section, general information can be seen by the
user which are the following:


Total wearing time: Shows the total amount of
time the vest was worn.



Incorrect posture: shows how much time the
user has spent in an incorrect posture during the
total wearing time.



Efficiency: Specifies user performance as a
percentage. This number should be interpreted
as simple feedback when the user can easily see
how effectively the posture was appropriate
during wearing.

The next part of the application is the Parameters section,
where the operation of the vest can be customized.
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Measurement frequency: Wearer's posture
checking frequency. The dress can detect any
abnormality almost immediately at an msec
scale, but this reduces the battery time
significantly. If a longer time interval is set, more
energy-efficient operation can be achieved,
allowing the vest to last longer without charging.



Warning delay: This parameter sets a time limit
(in seconds) after the vest should report to the
user an incorrect posture warning signal. The
reporting cannot occur immediately, as in real
life a person performs several activities, which
can be considered as an incorrect posture for the
dress, however the user only performs a short
term special activity (e.g.: shoemaking).



Warning limit: This parameter specifies the
degree of deviation of the vest. The deviation is

Already in the initial phase of development, we have
considered to continuously test the system, thus ensuring early
detection of system bugs and non-compliances. Multiple
forms of testing have been implemented and realized during
the development. With cloud-based technology allowing
long-term verification of sensor data and real-time
visualization of sensor data with Unity Engine [11], making it
easy to see if anything is malfunctioning. The functionality of
the system was tested in details to see if it could analyze
posture and capable to provide useful feedback.
A. Cloud-Based Testing
The ThingSpeak cloud IoT data collector platform with a
combination of advanced data analysis using MATLAB has
been used for testing. From MATLAB the MathWorks
package has been used. The microprocessor itself has a builtin WIFI module, so it can connect directly to the Internet and
transmit data to the cloud in JSON format.
The technology allows data to be tracked in real time, from
anywhere, and because it is stored in the cloud, there is no
need to run a computer and save large files. This test
environment was used mainly to explore the drift problem, as
this type of error can occur with prolonged IMU use. In the
case of drift, a slow, monotonous rotation is observed around
one of the axes. (shown in Fig 10-12.) It is more common than
IMU without a magnetometer due to the lack of a horizontal
reference direction. Therefore, this type of problem is less
significant for the MPU-9250 type sensor used, but we have
investigated it independently. When an error occurs, there
would be a monotonic decrease or increase on one of the
charts, but here it is clear that the measured data approximates
the true angular values. During the measurement of the data,
the sensor was fixed and the results of approximately 60,000
measurements were saved and visualized. The following
diagram show the charts made by cloud system:
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Fig. 14. Orientation taken by in reality

Fig. 10. Yaw rotation values

Fig. 11. Pitch rotation values

C. Functional Testing
The comprehensive testing was performed with the help of
a manikin. This allows any angular rotation to be set
objectively. During testing, the parameters were set to the
following values:


Measurement frequency: 1 s



Warning delay: 1 s



Warning limit: 15 °

The reference points were saved in the horizontal position
of the manikin and the proper operation of the sensors was
examined in two states. With an inclination of 10 ° and 20 °.
At 10 °, the vibration motor is not expected to switch on, as
10 ° is less than the set warning limit of 15 °, and at 20 °, the
corresponding vibration motor must switch on because the
measured inclination is greater than the warning limit. Of the
4 sensors, 2 were tested using the manikin method. As the
manikin was not suitable for testing the fourth sensor (due to
issue to adjust curvature of the upper back section between the
shoulder blades), external measurement point has been used
to test the other sensors.
Case 1 Warning limit 15 °, adjusted inclination 10 °,
expected output: no vibrating feedback, actual output: no
vibrating feedback. (shown in Fig. 15.)

Fig. 12. Roll rotation values

B. Vizualization of Sensor Data
Visualization is implemented using the Unity Engine. One
of the pre-made, free models of the Asset Store was used
during the testing. The communication between the hardware
and Unity itself is supported by a software package called
Uduino [10], which provides easy, fast communication. It is
able to receive and process data from several microprocessors
in parallel with a relatively small deceleration, so it was
completely suitable for the planned testing tasks. For more
spectacular results and more efficient testing, the software was
working with two IMU sensors mounted on the right arm. The
goal was to test the full functionality of the IMU embedded in
the vest. In the case of the arm, all three-way orientations were
visualized as it can be seen below in Fig. 13.

Fig. 15. Case 1 and Case 2

Case 2 Warning limit 15 °, adjusted inclination 20 °,
expected output: vibration feedback on shoulder, actual
output: vibration feedback on the shoulder. (shown in Fig. 15.)
Case 3 Warning limit 15 °, adjusted inclination 10 °,
expected output: no vibrating feedback, actual output: no
vibrating feedback. (shown in Fig. 16.)

Fig. 13. Orientation taken by model
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their phone screen, allowing them to see the state of their
posture even more accurately. But this feature can also be
useful for physiotherapists who could use vest remotely for
rehabilitation in patients with musculoskeletal disorders. This
would in any case require even more detailed parameterization
through the application, even for separate key points, in order
to achieve the most efficient rehabilitation possible.
VI. CONCLUSION

Fig. 16. Case 3 and Case 4

Case 4 Warning limit 15 °, adjusted inclination 20 °,
expected output: vibration feedback on lower back, actual
output: vibration on lower feedback. (shown in Fig. 16.)
D. Battery Life
One of the cornerstones of usability is battery life. If the
battery drains very quickly, it will be very inconvenient to use
in everyday life, so increasing energy efficiency was goal
throughout the whole development. In its final state, a
microprocessor consumes 120-150mA of power, depending
on whether the BLE or ESP-NOW connection is active. In
deep sleep mode, on the other hand, practically less than 11µA
recording is available. Overall, if the 4 microprocessors are
running, 4 * 150mA, 600mA consumption can be measured.

Fig. 17. Power consumption in normal use and deep sleep mode

With the default parameter setting, the vest measures
posture every 10 seconds, which lasts roughly 2 seconds,
during which time the consumption is 600 mA. With
continuous normal operation, the battery can operate at
1200mAh / 600mA for 2 hours in the prototype device. On
average, the vest runs for 600 seconds in normal mode in one
hour, consuming roughly 120mA of current. Calculated with
this, the prototype vest is capable of 10 hours of operation
under average use. Of course, this is an approximate value, it
depends on the number of active connections, the number of
feedbacks, the degree of correct and incorrect posture.
V. FUTURE WORK

The system created in this paper is able to analyze and
feedback the wearer's posture in real time, taking into account
the user's needs. With its many convenience features and
battery-powered operation, it can become a well-used
preventive and wearable posture correction device for many
users in the future.
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Real-time visualization on the phone screen could be a
promising direction for the system, as it would allow the
wearer to see a complete representation of their posture on
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